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Political economic mechanisms that delivered Brexit

In this talk, I would like to summarize the underlying politcal economy
mechanisms that I have studied over the past seven years, which I argue...

1. Created the necessary conditions for a referendum to be called

2. Explains why the EU referendum resulted in a Leave victory on the
backs of marginal voters casting a protest vote

3. Discusses the broader economic and political context

4. Speculates on the economic and political developments going forward

→ try to point out similarities and differences to other countries and why I
am concerned about the social-, political- and economic path that the UK
is taking
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What are the correlates of Brexit?

Becker, Fetzer and Novy (2017). Who voted for Brexit? A comprehensive district-level
analysis. Economic Policy, 32 (92).
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A simple empirical model fits the data extremely well



Using machine learning to perform variable selection

Pick the sets of variables that robustly predict the vote leave share yc .

yc = x′cβ + εc ,

perform best subset selection to identify the subset of covariates in x that
achieve robust out of sample prediction

minβ

C∑
c=1

(yc − β0 −
p∑

j=1

xcjβj)
2

︸ ︷︷ ︸
Residual sum of squares

subject to

p∑
j=1

I(βj 6= 0) ≤ s,

→ starting point a rich set of several hundred variables xc (see Becker
et al., 2017)



Predictive power of individual groups variables

Becke, Fetzer & Novy (2017). Who voted for Brexit? A comprehensive
district-level analysis. Economic Policy, 32(92), 601–650.
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A brief summary

I Slow moving economic and social variables are key to capturing
variation in Leave support across the UK in the cross section...
I Industrial employment
I Education profile of resident population
I Prevalence of low socio-economic status jobs – Life satisfaction...

I Migration and EU exposure seem second or even third order
suggesting disconnect from EU referendum campaign

→ campaign focused on migration and the UK’s contribution to the
EU budget

I Is there something common across the ”populist revolts”?



From the Brexit to Le Pen...
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French model fitted Le Pen

45 degree line

R-squared = 0.511

→ our “best” Brexit model captures 50% of the variation in Le Pen voting
that the best “French” model could explain!



Fundamentals as drivers of cross-sectional Brexit variation

I “Fundamental factors” such as economic structure, demographics
and human capital are strongest correlates of Leave vote in the UK

I Simple regression models do a very good job capturing the variation
in Leave support across the UK and a UK Brexit model has predictive
power for populist support elsewhere

I None of these patterns offer causal interpretations

I Insights from studying 2016 voting are limited to help understand
why a referendum was held in the first place?
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Why 2016?

What In the context of the UK, we do not have a good understanding why
a referendum took place and when...

I Answer to this question must be found in domestic political
developments

I Within and between party competition has been discussed as a key
reason (UKIP vs Conservatives) but limited understanding of
mechanisms

I dwindling Conservative Party membership and growing importance of
fringe groups

I 150k members, 70% male, 1/3 from London or South West, 40% 65+
I 20k councillors, around 9k from Conservatives

I Issue of EU membership became only pressing when UKIP started to
take a stage in politics mostly threatening Conservative councils

→ study the timing of UKIPs electoral ascent



Anti-Immigration and Anti-Globalisation Platform

Figure: UKIP and 2014 EP Election Campaign Poster



Anti-Immigration and Anti-Globalisation Platform

Figure: UKIP Leave Campaign Poster



UKIP Vote Share and Vote Leave Referendum

Figure: UKIP Election Result in 2014 EP elections and EU Referendum vote leave



UKIP Vote Share and Vote Leave Referendum (2)

Panel A: UKIP in 2004 Panel B: UKIP in 2014 Panel C: Leave share

Figure: UKIP EP results in 2004 & 2014 and 2016 EU Referendum vote leave



UKIP Vote Share Over Time

Fetzer (2020). Austerity and Brexit. Intereconomics, 55(1), 27–33.



Challenges measuring political preferences

I Westminster Elections
I use first-past-the-post system, favoring big parties;
I changing constituency boundaries significant complication;
I happen only every 4 years

I Local elections use (a mixture of) first-past-the-post votes but
importantly, allow annual measures due to rotating fashion by which
elections are held

I Only European Parliamentary elections use proportional
representation and thus likely to capture protest voting

→ comprehensive set of all electoral contest in UK since 2000 to study
evolution correlation of degree of support for UKIP with area fundamentals



Where (and when) did the correlates of Brexit emerge?

Study UKIP performance across all electoral contests in the UK since
2000:

yirt = αi + βrt +
∑

t 6=2010

ηt × Yeart × Xi ,baseline + εirt (1)

yirt is UKIP’s vote share in (i) local council, (ii) Westminster or (iii)
European parliamentary elections

Xi ,baseline captures a baseline characteristic of the resident population
in an area as of 2001

αc captures local authority district fixed effects

βrt captures (NUTS1) region-by-year fixed effects.

Today, focus on local council elections as they provide longest T .



In what areas did UKIP pick up votes,...and starting when?

Panel A: No Qualification Panel B: Routine jobs

Panel C: Retail Panel D: Manufacturing

→ areas with population being low qualified, working in routine jobs and
significant manufacturing/ retail sector see strong growth in support for
UKIP, but only after 2010.
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Overall real government spending per capita

→ spending per capita in real terms for welfare and education is back at
levels last seen around 2003/2004; real spending decline of around 16% for
welfare and 19% for education (see Fetzer, 2019)



Nominal spending per capita on pensions vs in-work
benefits

→ UK public spending became a lot more age-biased with growing private
expenses for previously publicly provided goods (healthcare and education)



Drastic cuts to local government spending undermining
local cohesion

→ salient cuts to council services most concentrated in most deprived
areas in which councils do not have alternative revenue sources



Withdrawal of welfare state since 2010

Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep
2011 2012 2013

First wave of Austerity, Apr 1 
Higher stamp duty  
Inheritance tax allowance frozen  
Income tax band cut  
National insurance rise  
Public sector pay freeze  
Housing allowance cap  
Benefit deductions increased  
Inflation calculation change  
Child benefit freeze  
Childcare support cut  
Maternity grant restricted  
Higher tax credit withdrawals  
Childcare tax relief cut  
Income threshold cut  
 

Third wave, Oct 1 
Cap on housing benefit  
Benefit eligibility 
reduction  

Fivth wave, Oct 1 
Higher tuition fees  
Automatic enrolment into 
workplace pensions  

Sixth wave, Apr 1 
Cap on total benefits  
Council tax benefit abolished  
Benefit eligibility reduction  
Inflation calculation change  

Second wave, Sep 1 
Independent schools open  
Further education fees  
University changes  
End of EMA  
Cap on housing benefit  

Fourth wave, Apr 1 
Rail fare cap  
Public sector pensions  
Mobility allowance cut  
Backdated payments reduced  
50 Plus tax credit cut  
Eligibility for housing benefit cut  
Tax credit calculation change  
National insurance rebate cut  
 

Fetzer (2019). Did Austerity Cause Brexit? American Economic Review, 109(11),
3849–3886.



Simulated impact of welfare reforms

When the present welfare reforms have come into full effect they will take
nearly GBP 19bn a year out of the economy. The overall financial loss per
working age adult and year varies between GBP 914 in Blackpool and
GBP 177 in the City of London.

As a general rule, the more deprived the local authority, the greater
the financial hit. A key effect of the welfare reforms will be to widen the
gaps in prosperity between the best and worst local economies across
Britain.

(Beatty and Fothergill, 2017)



Mapping simulated impact of welfare reforms

→ this is only capturing part of the welfare reforms and does not
encompass the full extent of austerity.



Estimating impact of austerity on UKIP support

→ in Blackpool, estimate suggests that austerity of GBP 912 per person &
year is associated with increase in UKIP support of 27.42% vis-a-vis 5.31%
increase in City of London (austerity of GBP 177 per person & year).



UKIP surge relative to individual reforms becoming
effective

A lot of policies became effective around the same time. Focus on two
policies for which there is a distinct timing:

Council tax benefit abolished starting April 2013 Child Tax Credit & Working Families Tax Credit 2011/2012

→ benefit-reform specific DiD yields effects suggesting increased support
of UKIP with consistent timing around specific reform becoming effective.



UKIP support and leave voting: a back-of-the-envelope
calculation

I Leave won only by a margin of 3.5 percentage points
I Austerity-induced increases in UKIP support were sizable – in places

that received the average austerity shock...
I ...support for UKIP was, on average, 3.58 percentage points higher in

the 2014 European elections
I ... UKIP support was 11.62 percentage points higher in the most

recent local elections prior to the referendum.

I Tight link between UKIP vote shares and an area’s support for Leave
suggests that support for Leave could have been up to 9.51
percentage points lower in the 2016 EU referendum

→ EU referendum could have resulted in a Remain victory had it not been
for austerity



More importantly, without austerity there would not have
been an EU referendum
I The 2010 government that brought austerity was formed as a

coalition between the Conservatives and the Liberal Democrats

I Enter the 2015 General Election which was predicted to result in
another Conservative/Liberal Democrat coalition.

I To appease hardliners in Conservative party David Cameron promised
in 2013 that he would offer an EU referendum to be held after a
success in the 2015 General Election

I UK’s electoral system of first-past-the-post creates a winner takes all
mentality in politics with mostly two party electoral contests

I Labour versus Conservative
I Conservative versus Liberal Democrats
I Labour versus Liberal Democrats

I Austerity hurt the Liberal Democrats more than the Conservatives
with vast swathes of (protest) votes going to UKIP not to Labour



Zero sum politics... austerity was self-defeating

Estimated multiplier effect suggest that GBP 1 reduction in transfer
income per working age adult reduces local area gross income (GDP) by
2.51. This is due to the high marginal propensity to consume.

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)
Sector Overall Retail & Distr. Public admin Manuf. Business Serv. Construction Financial Serv.

1(Year>2010) × Total Austerity Impact -0.008** -0.010** 0.004 -0.032*** -0.006 -0.010 -0.010
(0.000) (0.000) (0.000) (0.000) (0.000) (0.000) (0.000)

Sector GVA 33440 6338 5936 4051 3692 2226 2031
Implied multiplier effect -2.51 -.62 .23 -1.29 -.23 -.22 -.2

Local authority districts 345 345 345 345 345 345 345
Observations 5520 5520 5520 5520 5520 5520 5520

→ due to high MPC among affected population massive economic knock
on effects that more than doubled the economic shock – or put
differentally, the tax receipts on the foregone economic activity actually
did pay for the welfare spending.



Within individual variation in political preferences and
exposure to austerity over time

I Work with Understanding Society (USOC) household panel study
that absorbs the older British Household Panel Study

I USOC is the largest longitudinal study of its kind: around 40,000
households contribute to the study

I Both USOC and BHPS contain detailed tabulation of income by
source to measure benefit income receipt and typically included a
set of survey questions about political preferences

I Wave of USOC (wave 8) asked the EU referendum question.

→ exploit within individual variation in exposure to distinct welfare cuts to
get sharper causal identification.



Bedroom tax

→ housing benefit cuts to tenants in social housing with a ”spare
bedroom”



Evidence from event studies: Bedroom tax

Effect of “bedroom tax” penalizing social housing tenants on low incomes with spare bedrooms on...

support for UKIP being in arrears with rent number of bedrooms in domicile

→ individuals likely affected by bedroom tax increase support for UKIP,
are in arrears with their rent or try avoiding the benefit cut by moving to
smaller accommodation.



Austerity and Brexit

Most recent wave of USOC survey includes the EU referendum question
(see Alabrese et al. (2019) for an example paper using the data), estimate
the cross sectional version

yi ,d = β′Xi ,d + γ × Ti ,j + εi ,d (2)

β′Xi ,d vector of individual- and district level controls

Ti ,j whether individual was affected by reform j

→ successively adding more demanding control variables



Support for Leave and exposure to benefit reforms

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)

Any Reform 0.144*** 0.084*** 0.063*** 0.053*** 0.041*** 0.063*** 0.070*** 0.080***
(0.015) (0.014) (0.014) (0.014) (0.014) (0.021) (0.025) (0.030)

Mean of DV .431 .431 .431 .431 .435 .404 .39 .383
Local authority districts 377 377 377 377 376 376 372 359
Observations 17106 17041 17037 17033 16613 12058 9438 6132

District FE x x x x x x x x
Qualifications FE x x x x x x x
Age FE x x x x x x
Employment Status FE x x x x x
Income Decile FE x x x x
Industry of Employment FE x x x
Socio-economic status group FE x x
Health conditions x

→ significantly higher support for Leave (≈ 15- 21%) among households
affected by either of the three welfare reforms.
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Back to the big picture: why was austerity so important?

Evidence suggests that austerity may have been an important trigger
activating existing grievances.

Where are those grievances coming from?

I Immigration? Unlikely (Becker and Fetzer, 2018; Portes, 2019)

I Globalization induced pressures in tradable goods producing sectors
(Autor et al., 2016; Colantone and Stanig, 2016; Dippel et al., 2015)

I Skill-biased technological change and rise of automation (Rogerson,
2008; Graetz and Michaels, 2015)

I rise of the gig-economy, market power and insecure employment

I structural policy failures that disable people meeting even the most
basic needs (e.g. affordable and secure housing) (Fetzer et al., 2019)

I ...



How could austerity become such an important activating
factor...

Exploit within individual variation estimatimg non-parametric
specifications focusing on monthly labor income and monthly benefit
income yit

yidwt = αi + βdwt +
∑
t

γt × Yeart × Xit + εidwt

along some individual i level characteristic (employment by sector and
educational attainment) using the USOC and BHPS combined panels
from wave 11 (2001) onwards.



Evolution of real labor & benefit income for low human
capital individuals

Labor income Benefit income Gross income

→ secular decline in labor income of individuals with low human capital
offset with transfer payments, but these ceased after after 2010.



Evolution of real labor & benefit income for individuals
with university degree

Labor income Benefit income Gross income

→ increasing wage gaps across human capital divide prevalent long before
emergence of UKIP after 2010.



Withdrawal of the welfare state in context of growing
skill-bias and inequalities

I Evidence suggest growing skill-divide across the economy

I Welfare state was responsive evening out growing economic divides
until 2010

I Austerity eroded the ability of the welfare state to compensate
potential globalization loosers

I Highlights the important role that the welfare state plays

→ important in the context of Rodrik’s dilemma of the global economy as
some parts of globalization (race to the bottom etc.) erode the ability of
governments to provide a meaningful social safety net without global
governance.
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How did we get to a Hard Brexit?

I Plurality of voters settled on implementing the EU referendum in line
with British political culture post 2016

I UK’s electoral system has enabled hard Brexit to become reality

I 2017 General Election was called with goal to expand Theresa May’s
majority to bring about soft Brexit

I resurgence of outsider candidate Jeremy Corbyn mobilizing young,
protest voters and Lexiteers resulted in Conservatives losing seats

I Moderates were weakened and fear of Corbyn government enabled
Brexit hardliners to call the shots and torpedo moderate proposals

I Brexit fatigue was setting with populist candidate Johnson able to
capitalize with simple message “lets just get it done” in 2019
resulting in an FTA signed with EU in bad faith as we now see



Regret for Leave vote is widespread and concentrated
among protest voters

→ among Leave voters, regret for having voted Leave is highest among
those Leave voters that did not expect Leave to win
Alabrese & Fetzer (2018). Who is NOT voting for Brexit anymore? CAGE
Working Paper.



Brexit has not been an economic success...

I Brexit structurally increases trade costs resulting in notable increases
in cost of living and structurally higher consumer prices

I Most important are anticompetitive effects with many SMEs squeezed
out resulting in growing market concentration and higher markups

I Divergence in legal- and regulatory frameworks risks increasing trade
costs even more favoring production elsewhere given small UK market

I Service sector is most dynamic part of UK trade growth but is also
most vulnerable to regulatory divergence

I Immigration surcharges and visa fees lead to notable worsening of
access to factors of production raising production costs

I Asymmetry in the FTA trade positions to date with UK exporters
facing full set of border checks into EU while UK keeps on shifting
implementation date



Brexit, too date, has amplified the regional inequalities it’s
very same vote highlighted

The economic costs of Brexit are unevenly distributed across the UK and
were already being felt before 2020.

South West London

Annual GDP loss in 2019 more than GBP 1000 per capita on average.



Brexit, too date, has amplified the regional inequalities it’s
very same vote highlighted

Estimates for every UK region on https://www.brexitcost.org from
Fetzer and Wang (2020). Measuring the Regional Economic Cost of
Brexit: Evidence up to 2019.

https://www.brexitcost.org


Brexit, too date, has amplified the regional inequalities it’s
very same vote highlighted

→ output gap between synthetic control and actual are GVA is larger the
higher the support for Leave in 2016



Declining productivity growth exacerbates distributional
conflict

→ declining productivity growth sets on with the austerity period possibly
driven by economic non-sense policy making



Real Average Wages Have Stagnated

→ standard of living has been either declining or growing very minimally
and still unlikely to reach pre 2010 levels



Tax burden has reached highest level in 50 years

→ tax burden is set to increase drastically in the coming years and is
highest in last 50 years, yet producing fewer public goods than in the past



Housing, Healthcare and Education

→ housing market is inaccessible and rental market unregulated with little
to no tenancy protection



Housing, Healthcare and Education

→ privatization of healtcare is underway in the wake of the pandemic
through skewed contracts with NHS being cannibalised



Housing, Healthcare and Education

→ growing debt burden of university graduates entering the labor market
due to drastic increases in cost of higher education



Conclusion
I Austerity created the necessary conditions for an EU referendum to

be held with populist campaigning promising the pie-in-the-sky falling
on many ears that were listening

I Economic conditions are set to worsen further with full on political
attack drastically increasing the costs of individuals meeting their
basic needs.

I UK has effectively seen minority rule since 2015 skewing the political
playing field with ongoing attacks on political institutions that further
exacerbate the risk of democratic backsliding

I Economic backdrop is overwhelmingly negative and risk of social- and
political instability is growing steadily raising concerns about state
response investing in tools of repression

I Democratic legitimisation for present policies is missing with most
hopeful development being the announcements of electoral pacts
between Labour and Liberal Democrats and the push for electoral
reform towards proportional representation



Thank you

Comments, suggestions, thoughts all welcome!
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Globalization losers and the Welfare state

Use the measure of import competition from Colantone and Stanig (2016)
to explore how import competition is associated with a growing reliance
on the welfare state over time.

Panel A: Income support claimants Panel B: Job seeker allowance claimants

→ places affected by import competition see a growing reliance on welfare
state through income support etc.



But globalization pressures alone do not seem to explain
the swing towards UKIP after 2010

Studying again support for UKIP in local elections, partialing out
non-linear time trends in import competition exposure and baseline
manufacturing sector prevalence.

Panel A: No qualifications Panel B: Routine jobs Panel C: Retail

→ despite controlling flexibly for import competition and general
manufacturing sector reliance, growth in UKIP picks up post 2010.
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